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Vortex interaction and mixing in a driven gaseous axisymmetric jet
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Vortex formation and merging are investigated in the near field of a driven axisymmetric jet.
Acoustic forcing is used to obtain repeatable vortex pairing events, and simultaneous passive scalar
and cold-chemistry planar laser-induced flourescence are used to obtain instantaneous images of
molecularly mixed jet fluid fraction. The time-varying scalar dissipation field and area-averaged
stirredness of the vortex core region are measured at various stages of vortex interaction. These
mixing properties are analyzed in conjunction with the observed vortex dynamics, such as the
time-dependent vortex convection velocity. The results indicate that there are several phases of the
pairing event with distinct mixing characteristics, including vortex roll-up, interaction, coalescence,
and reentrainment. Vortex roll-up is nearly laminar with molecular diffusion between the layers of
jet and co-flow fluid. The most dramatic change in the mixing state of the leading vortex, which
includes the appearance of a uniformly mixed core region, occurs as the trailing vortex approaches
and interferes with co-flow fluid entrainment. Vortex coalescence is marked by gross deformation
and stretching of the trailing vortex, and rapid homogenization of the diffusion layers. Finally,
re-entrainment of pure fluid after the pairing event results in an elongated, nonrotating structure.
These stages of vortex pairing correspond to the temporal evolution of vorticity observed in
previous studies. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~99!01711-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previous studies of axisymmetric jets have shown t
large-scale vortical structures dominate the entrainmen
free-stream fluid into the shear layer,1,2 and indicate that the
mean concentration profile is an inadequate descripto
mixing in the near field and self-similar regions.3 The ability
to obtain instantaneous, quantitative measurements of
centration with various laser diagnostic techniques has
lowed the use of probability density functions to character
the mixing state of large-scale turbulence in liquid4,5 as well
as gaseous6,7 shear layers. The detailed vortex dynami
however, are not obvious from these statistical results. M
direct visualizations of vortex behavior in gaseous jets
made possible by high-speed imaging techniques,8,9 although
well resolved, time-correlated measurements of the inte
vortex layers have been obtained only in liquid she
layers.10,11The results of the latter studies are limited to no
interacting vortices, and it is unclear how their results ap
to gaseous shear layers due to the large difference in
Schmidt number for liquids and gases.4,12

As an alternative to using high-speed imaging te
niques, external forcing can provide a deterministic flo
field for high-resolution, time-correlated studies of vort
structure in gaseous shear layers. Hussain and Zaman13 re-
port the use of controlled excitation in an axisymmetric j
for example, to obtain vortex structures with streamline p
terns, aspect ratios, and spacings that are similar to natu
occurring structures. By probing the jet at different pha
with respect to the excitation pulse, the evolution of vortic
structures can be studied using very small time increme
without the trade-off of reduced spatial resolution. This
3401070-6631/99/11(11)/3401/15/$15.00
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especially useful in gaseous flows for which turbulent tim
scales are an order of magnitude smaller than for liquids

One disadvantage of the driven axisymmetric jet is t
the repeatability and two dimensionality of vortical stru
tures is only ensured in the near field adjacent to the jet
where random disturbances are minimal. Nevertheless,
jet near field is of fundamental interest in combustion app
cations where vortical structures have a large impact on
structure and stabilization of jet flames.14,15Vortex pairing in
the near field plays a significant role in the transition to t
self-similar, turbulent regime.16 Thus, it is also of interest
from a modeling perspective to study vortex dynamics in
near field. In recent years, significant progress has been m
using direct numerical simulations~DNS! and large eddy
simulations~LES! for modeling flows with vortex merging
and vortex–flame interactions.17–19 The driven, isothermal
jet provides a deterministic flow field that can be used
obtain quantitative measurements of vortex formation a
interaction for the validation of such models.

Perhaps the most detailed study of vortex pairing in
driven jet was performed by Zaman and Hussain,13,20 who
used hot-wire measurements to track the evolution of vor
ity, Reynolds stress, and local velocity during four phases
the pairing event. They also compared their findings, at le
qualitatively, with smoke-streak visualizations. More r
cently, Leboeuf and Mehta21 used acoustic forcing in a pla
nar shear layer to study the evolution of vorticity in a spa
wise roller pairing. These studies have provided valua
information on vortex dynamics via measurements of
velocity field during vortex interactions. The current inves
gation differs in that it is primarily concerned with the ev
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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lution of the mixing state within the large-scale structures
Paulet al.22 measured the concentration field in a driv

axisymmetric jet using passive scalar planar laser-indu
fluorescence~PLIF!, and Grinsteinet al.15 studied the near
field of a round jet under combined axial and azimuthal
citation using OH PLIF. Schauer14 and Hancock23 studied
the driven vortex–flame interaction in an axisymmetric
using particle image velocimetry, coherent anti-stokes
man spectroscopy~CARS! temperature measurements, rea
tive Mie scattering, nitric oxide~NO! LIF, and OH PLIF
imaging. Other researchers have studied the effects of f
ing frequency on vortex behavior,24,25 or to predict the tran-
sition to small-scale turbulence.16 These studies typically do
not consider the effects of streamwise vortex merging on
time-dependent state of molecular mixing within the sh
layer.

The goal of the current investigation is to use a du
tracer PLIF technique to study time-correlated vortex form
tion, pairing, and mixing in a gaseous axisymmetric jet. T
is accomplished by using a low-amplitude acoustic pulse
create a repeatable, pseudolaminar vortex mixing event.
time-dependent vortex convection velocity, molecula
mixed jet fluid fraction, viscous core diameter, and sca
dissipation will be used to identify distinct stages of vort
evolution and pairing.

II. MIXING THEORY

According to the Broadwell–Breidenthal–Mungal12,26

model, the turbulent mixing process begins with the entra
ment of pure fluid into the mixing layer and follows a ca
cade of scales to the Kolmogorov microscale. At this po
the small mixing lengths and large interfacial areas resul
almost instantaneous molecular mixing. Structures within
flow field consist of either pure fluid, strained laminar diff
sion layers, or a homogeneous mixture. Deviations from
idealized model have been observed at high Reynolds n
bers (Red.30 000).5–7 However, the model describes th
structure of the shear layer quite accurately for intermed
Reynolds numbers (Red,30 000),5,27 as should be the cas
for the driven axisymmetric jet of the current investigatio
Thus, we expect to see inviscid vortex rollers with lamin
diffusion layers, possibly with homogeneous cores wh
pseudoturbulent random behavior has been detected in
vious experiments.16

Assuming from universal equilibrium theory28,29 that
viscous dissipation takes place in the high wave-num
range of the kinetic energy spectrum, then dimensio
analysis indicates that the dissipative~Kolmogorov! length
scale is30

lK5S n3

e D 1/4

}d Red
23/4, ~1!

where n is the kinematic viscosity,e is the kinetic energy
dissipation rate per unit mass,d is the local shear laye
width, and Red is the outer scale Reynolds number based
the velocity difference and shear layer width. The Batche
scale,lB5lK Sc21/2, accounts for Schmidt number effects,31

although lB5lK for gases in which Sc'1. The smallest
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mixing length scale~strain-limited diffusion!, lD , is pre-
sumed to be proportional to the Batchelor scale:31

lD5LlB5Ld Red
23/4Sc21/2, ~2!

where the proportionality constant was measured by B
and Dahm32 in a gaseous round turbulent jet to range fro
L55.6 to 16.8, with a mean value ofL511.2. Su and
Clemens33 calculated a value ofL513.8 in a gaseous plana
turbulent jet, while Dowling and Dimotakis34 estimated a
value ofL525 from the high wave-number drop-off in th
scalar spectrum of a gaseous round turbulent jet. The ca
lation of lD from the integral scale provides a means
estimating whether a given experimental technique has
ficient spatial resolution for accurate measurements of
scalar dissipation field:

scalar dissipation5“C–“C, ~3!

whereC is the concentration of jet fluid in gmol/m3 for the
current investigation. The scalar dissipation is the rate
which nonuniformities are reduced by molecular diffusio
and can therefore be interpreted as a measure of the in
taneous rate of molecular mixing.11,31,32

Another quantity that is used to describe the mixing st
is referred to as the mixedness. For regions where the a
age mixture fraction of each fluid is 0.5, mixedness is d
fined by Cetegen and Mohamad10 as

jmix5
4

A E
A
j~12j!dA, ~4!

wherej is the fraction of fluid from one of the fluid stream
and A is the area of a given region. When a fluid eleme
within the given region is atj50 or 1, it contains pure fluid
from one of the streams and there is no contribution to
jmix integral. The maximum value of mixedness occurs wh
j50.5 everywhere, in which casej(12j)50.25 andjmix

51. When the average mixture fraction is not 0.5, howev
a more general expression is required:35

jmix55
1

A
E

A

j

jA
S 22

j

jA
D dA for j<jA

1

A
E

A

2j212jjA1122jA

~12jA!2 dA for j.jA

, ~5!

wherejA is the average mixture fraction for one of the fluid
in the given region. With this formulation,jmix is properly
normalized to vary from zero to unity. Unlike Eq.~4!, how-
ever, Eq.~5! is weighted such that ifjA50.8, for example,
values ofj50.7 contribute to thejmix integral more than
values ofj50.5. Whilejmix is often referred to as the mix
edness, the finite resolution of flow imaging equipme
~above the Batchelor scale! means thatjmix does not neces
sarily measure the state ofmolecularmixing, since the fluid
within the dimensions of a single pixel may be stirred a
not molecularly mixed. To emphasize this point, we w
refer tojmix as thestirredness.

The scalar dissipation field and stirredness will be u
lized in the current investigation to analyze the mixing st
of the jet shear layer during vortex roll-up and pairing. T
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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primary means of studying the state of molecular mixin
however, will come directly from two-dimensional images
the molecularly mixed jet fluid fraction obtained from th
dual-tracer PLIF technique. This method is described in S
III.

III. DUAL-TRACER PLIF THEORY

A number of researchers have used PLIF to obtain tim
resolved, two-dimensional images of concentration in a m
ing layer.36,37 In the passive scalar PLIF technique, the jet
co-flow fluid is seeded with a tracer such as Rhodamine38,39

or disodium fluorescein40 dye for liquid flow, and acetone fo
gaseous flow.41 The detected LIF signal is linearly propo
tional to the tracer concentration. Such passive scalar P
studies have been used to obtain quantitative measurem
of mixed fluid fraction, but the extent ofmolecularmixing is
typically unknown since the smallest scales imaged are
much larger than the Batchelor scale at high Reynolds n
bers. Measurements of molecular mixing can be obtai
using high-resolution passive scalar PLIF;31,32 however, the
large-scale flow structures cannot be imaged simultaneo
with this method. Combined acetone/OH PLIF has recen
been demonstrated in jet diffusion flames42,43 and reacting,
compressible shear layers,42,44 and a NO/OH PLIF system
has also been developed for reacting, supersonic flow45

However, it is difficult to relate the fluorescence signal
flow field properties in such multiple scalar work.

In contrast to passive scalar PLIF, quantitative measu
ments of molecular mixing have been made us
acid-base3,40,46 or cold chemistry47–49 ‘‘flip’’ experiments.
Such flip experiments provide a statistical measuremen
the time-averagedmolecularly mixed fluid fraction.47 In the
dual-tracer technique developed by Kinget al.,7,50 on the
other hand, simultaneous passive scalar and cold chem
tracers are used to provideinstantaneousplanar maps of mo-
lecular mixing in turbulent gaseous flows while simult
neously studying the large-scale turbulent structures. T
technique is used in the current investigation and is brie
summarized below.

For uniform laser energy, optical collection efficienc
Einstein coefficient of absorption, and overall number d
sity, a PLIF signal that is in the linear regime~weak laser
excitation! and can be described by a two-level model,
directly proportional to the local mole fraction of seed
fluid, xi , and the local fluorescence efficiency:

Sf ,i'
xiAi

Ai1Qi1Ki
, ~6!

where the fluorescence efficiency is composed of the E
stein coefficient for spontaneous emission,Ai , the collisional
quenching rate,Qi , and the upper-level loss rate due to co
lisionless processes,Ki .

Nitric oxide is termed a ‘‘cold chemistry’’ tracer becaus
as it mixes at the molecular level with even a small amo
of air, the LIF signal drops off dramatically due to quenchi
from oxygen.48 For the case of a NO-seeded jet, therefo
the NO LIF signal,Sf ,NO, for a particular pixel is received
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almost entirely from jet fluid that is in the pure unmixe
state. The fraction ofpure, unmixedjet fluid within a pixel,
f pjet, is then found by7,50

f pjet5
Sf ,NO~mixing layer!

Sf ,NO~pure jet!
. ~7!

The remaining fluid within the pixel that is not pure jet flu
consists of either mixed jet fluid or co-flow fluid. Therefor
the cold chemistry tracer cannot by itself give the fraction
mixed fluid within a pixel because the fraction of co-flo
fluid is unknown.

Acetone, on the other hand, is referred to as a ‘‘pass
scalar’’ tracer because its collisionless loss rate is m
larger than its collisional quenching rate due to nitrogen
oxygen, making its LIF signal nearly independent of t
mixing state.51 Assuming that the acetone is seeded into
co-flow fluid, the ratio of the acetone LIF signal for a pixel
the mixing layer to the LIF signal in the pure co-flow flui
will give the fraction of total co-flow fluid,f tcf , within that
pixel:7,50

f tcf5
Sf ac~mixing layer!

Sf ac~pure co-flow!
. ~8!

While this measurement off tcf can provide a picture of large
scale structure entrainment, it does not reveal any inform
tion about what occurs on the molecular level, since the
ids imaged within a pixel may not necessarily be mixed.
using simultaneous cold chemistry and passive scalar
ages, on the other hand, the fraction of molecularly mixed
fluid can be found from

f mjet5 f tjet2 f pjet512 f tcf2 f pjet. ~9!

Furthermore, a mixing efficiency can be defined to meas
the ratio of molecularly mixed jet fluid to the total jet flui
within each pixel:

hmix5
f mjet

f tjet
5

12 f tcf2 f pjet

12 f tcf
. ~10!

Values of hmix50 indicate pure co-flow or pure jet fluid
values ofhmix51 indicate regions that are completely mixe
at the molecular level, and values of 0,hmix,1 indicate the
existence of pure fluid structures that are smaller than
imaging resolution~i.e., subresolution stirring!.

An additional benefit of obtaining the fraction of co-flo
air from the acetone signal is the ability to incorporate
finite-rate chemistry model into the image processing me
odology. A theoretical plot of the normalized NO LIF sign
as a function of the total co-flow fluid fraction is shown
Fig. 1, and is based on Eq.~6! and quenching-rate correla
tions from Eckbreth37 and Paulet al.52 Due to its large
quenching cross-section relative to oxygen, the presenc
acetone at the seeding level of the current investiga
~4.6% by mass! increased the NO LIF quenching rate b
about 50%. Due to the non-negligible NO LIF signal prese
at low air concentrations, the fraction of mixed jet fluid ca
culated from the experimental results was adjusted such
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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f mjet5
12 f tcf2 f pjet

12Sf ,two-level
, ~11!

whereSf ,two-level is the normalized NO LIF signal predicte
from the two-level model of Eq.~6! and is shown as a func
tion of f tcf in Fig. 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experimental facility used in this study is show
schematically in Fig. 2. The jet fluid consists of ultrahig
purity N2 seeded at 280–300 ppm with NO and regulated
Tylan mass flow controllers with61% full-scale accuracy
and60.2% full-scale repeatability. After entering the Plex
glas™ speaker chamber, the jet fluid is fed into a 21.5-m
diam vertical tube which contracts to a 5-mm-diam noz
designed for a top-hat jet exit velocity profile.53 All experi-
mental data for the current investigation were obtained a
area- and time-averaged jet exit velocity of 6.7 m/s~ReD

52300). A 25.4-cm-diam loud speaker~Pyle Driver HW
1070! is used to create an acoustic pulse that causes a vo

FIG. 1. Theoretical calculation of the normalized NO LIF signal from t
two-level model as a function of the total co-flow fluid fraction. Quenchi
rates are calculated assuming seeding densities of 300 ppm for the NO-2

jet and 4.6% by mass for the acetone-in-air co-flow.

FIG. 2. Experimental facility for dual-tracer PLIF of an axisymmetr
driven jet-in-co-flow.
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to form in the jet shear layer. The transient jet exit veloc
which results from the acoustic pulse is measured with
20-mm-diam, 1-mm-long hot-wire filament.

The co-flow fluid consists of air at 12 SCFM~0.27 m/s!
seeded with acetone at 4.6% by mass. Acetone seedin
accomplished using a stainless steel atomizing nozzle th
located about 10 m upstream of the diffuser inlet to allo
enough time for vaporization and uniform mixing. Th
seeded air is passed through five honeycomb rings and
mesh screens that are located in an annular diffuser sec
before exiting through a 16-cm-diam circular opening. T
entire jet-in-co-flow apparatus is mounted on a three-a
translation system that can be moved with 2.54mm resolu-
tion.

Figure 2 also shows the timing electronics used in
experiment. A Stanford Research Systems function gener
~SRS-DS345! is used as the master timing device, triggeri
the speaker pulse and laserQ-switching events. The function
generator creates a 20 Hz wave form with a sharp lead
edge, a 2 msplateau, a 10 ms ramp down, and a 38 ms de
period. This wave form is sent to the audio amplifier~Opti-
mus STA-900! which powers the loud speaker. Delay ge
erators 1 and 2~Stanford Research Systems DG535! are used
to ensure that the 10 Hz laser pulses arrive at the pr
volume simultaneously~to within 5 ns! and to ensure tha
they are phase locked to the cameras and to the aco
pulse.

A schematic of the dual-tracer PLIF lasers and opti
components used in this study is shown in Fig. 3. While
excitation wavelengths of NO and acetone are both in
ultraviolet, they are sufficiently separated to require two la
excitation sources. A frequency-quadrupled~266 nm!
Nd:YAG laser~Continuum PL-8010! is used for acetone ex
citation, which peaks from 270 to 280 nm.51 A 226 nm beam
is used for excitation of the NOg band @A 2S1

←X2P(0,0)# transition. To obtain the 226 nm beam,
frequency-tripled ~355 nm! Nd:YAG laser ~Continuum
NY 81 C-10! is used to pump a tunable, narrowband d
laser~Lumonics HD-300 with Coumarin 450 dye in meth
nol! to produce a 452 nm beam. A second harmonic gen
tor containing a beta-barium borate~BBO! crystal is then
used to generate the 226 nm beam. Typical laser energie

N

FIG. 3. Layout of dual-tracer PLIF lasers and optics. M1–M4: 355 n
mirrors. M5: 226 nm mirror. M6–M10: 266 nm mirrors. S1:f 511 m
spherical lens. S2:f 5250 mm spherical lens. S3:f 51100 mm spherical
lens. C1:f 5219 mm cylindrical lens. C2:f 51150 mm cylindrical lens.
DB: dichroic beamsplitter.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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130 mJ for the 266 nm beam and 0.5 mJ for the 226
beam.

Figure 3 also shows the optical components required
obtain co-planar laser sheets. The beam-expanding teles
~S2 and S3! is used to translate the focal point of the 226 n
laser beam independently of the 266 nm beam. A long-w
pass dichroic beamsplitter~DB! is then used to combine th
two beams. Finally, the spherical focusing lens~S1! and two
cylindrical lenses~C1 and C2! are used to form laser shee
that are 200–300mm thick and 2.5 cm high.

PLIF images are captured with two Photometrics L
5123512 pixel array, 14 bit digital charge-coupled devi
~CCD! camera systems~with pixel center-to-center spacin
of 27 mm!. IBM-compatible personal computers control th
exposure settings and store the images for each camer
Nikkor 50 mm glass lens with a lens-mount adapter~to in-
crease magnification! is used for the acetone camera. Anf]
of 1.2 is used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!, and
the glass lens blocks the strong ultraviolet NO LIF signal.
shown in Fig. 3, the camera used for NO PLIF is located
the opposite side of the jet, and is fitted with a lens-mo
adapter and as UV Nikkor 105 mm multielement lens~com-
posed of quartz and fluorite!. The lensf] of 4.5 reduces the
relatively weak acetone LIF signal to about 5% of the N
signal. This residual acetone signal is subtracted from
NO PLIF images during image processing.

Based on Eq.~2! and the results of Buch and Dahm32 in
a turbulent gaseous jet, the smallest possible diffusion len
scales for the flow conditions of this study range from 90
260 mm. Calculated assuming homogeneous turbulence,
range represents a lower limit of the imaging resolution
quired for the well-organized, axisymmetric structures e
pected in the jet near field of the current investigation. T
range of diffusion scales further indicates that the imag
system described above~with flow field resolutionDx5Dy
550.7mm) is at least 1.8–5 times oversampled. The tw
dimensional nature of the large-scale structures also ens
that the laser sheet thickness~200–300mm! adequately re-
solves scalar gradients in the azimuthal direction.

In addition to evaluating the pixel resolution relative
the smallest possible diffusion length scales, it is also imp
tant to consider systematic errors in various component
the imaging system. A means of evaluating the limiting re
lution due to such errors is described by Paulet al.,22 and is
based on the pixel-to-pixel spacing, image magnification,
cal length, lensf], focusing error, and Nyquist criterion
Based on this analysis, the smallest length scales that
imaging system can faithfully record are greater than
proximately 190mm. Thus, the current resolution may n
fully resolve the concentration gradients required for an
curate calculation of scalar dissipation. While this is of p
ticular concern further from the optical axis of the came
lens, vortex pairing events and correspondingly large sc
gradients occur primarily in the central one-third of the im
aging region. A more detailed evaluation of sampling er
in the measurement of scalar gradients will be presente
the discussion of experimental results.

For a two-camera experiment, image registration is a
extremely important to ensure spatial correlation between
Downloaded 23 Feb 2007 to 129.186.209.87. Redistribution subject to AI
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two fluorescence images. After rough camera registration
ambient light, a set of registration images is obtained usin
spray of acetone droplets into the laser sheets. Scattered
light is imaged by the NO camera, while the acetone drop
fluorescence is captured on the second camera. Registr
points are then obtained from the locations of the smal
available droplets in each image. These registration po
are used to generate conformal mapping coefficients fro
least-squares fit, and to transform the scale and orientatio
the acetone PLIF image pixel coordinates~to those of the
NO image! using bilinear interpolation. When the initia
camera registration in ambient light is performed carefu
conformal remapping results in a spatial mismatch of l
than 1 pixel. This can be verified by comparing the pe
signal locations of the registration points from various
gions of the original NO and remapped acetone PLIF i
ages.

After image registration, average backgrounds are s
tracted from each image to eliminate any repeatable be
scattering. The background-subtracted acetone images
then used to eliminate the residual acetone signal~;5%!
from each NO PLIF image. Acetone images are corrected
beam attenuation using an absorption coefficient calcula
from a least-squares fit to Beer’s law in a region of unifo
acetone concentration. Both the acetone and NO images
also normalized to account for laser sheet-intensity a
camera-response variations. The typical SNR of the norm
ized and corrected images is 40:1 for both the acetone
NO PLIF.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Jet response to acoustic pulsing

Velocity data were obtained from hot-wire measur
ments to establish the boundary and excitation conditions
the stable vortex pairing events generated in the current
vestigation. The time-dependent jet exit centerline veloc
resulting from the 20 Hz acoustic pulse is shown in Fig.
which is an average of 20 time traces taken from hot-w
data. The transient velocity follows the trend of the drivin
wave form, but the acoustic pulse arrives at the jet exit

FIG. 4. Jet exit centerline velocity during the 50 ms time period betwe
acoustic pulses.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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proximately 3 ms after the electronic trigger. This is due
the finite response time of the speaker chamber~0.7 ms! and
the time it takes the acoustic pulse to reach the jet exit~2.3
ms!. The velocity undershoot from about 10 to 40 ms inje
vorticity of the opposite sign into the shear layer, althou
no PLIF data were taken during this latter period. Figure
shows jet exit radial velocity profiles when the jet issues i
still air. The jet exit velocity is nearly top-hat for both pulse
and nonpulused conditions. The radial co-flow velocity p
file near the jet exit is available from previous hot-wire me
surements in the same jet facility, and shows no evidenc
separation of the nozzle exterior.23

The time-dependent jet centerline velocity was also m
sured at two locations downstream of the nozzle exit to
termine the effect of acoustic pulsing. In comparison w
the steady jet, which maintains its centerline velocity co
stant to within 0.4% atx/D54, the pulsed-jet time-average
centerline velocity decreases by 2% atx/D52 and by 4% at
x/D54 due to increased shear layer entrainment. The t
sient centerline velocity for a portion of the 50 ms time p
riod is shown in Fig. 6 at three axial locations. The veloc

FIG. 5. Radial variation of jet exit velocity showing a nearly top-hat profi
for both pulsed and non-pulsed conditions.

FIG. 6. Jet centerline velocity as a function of time after the acoustic p
for different axial locations.
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profile at x/D50.2 is upstream of any vortex formation
and indicates that the jet exit centerline velocity is nea
constant from 5.5 to 7.5 ms after the acoustic pulse. All PL
images fall within the 4.4–8.6 ms time period, during whi
the jet exit velocity varies by less than 12%. The veloc
profile atx/D52 shows a series of double peaks indicati
that the passage of two closely spaced vortices occurs r
larly at this location. Further downstream atx/D54, a series
of single peaks indicates that the vortices that were prese
x/D52 have merged.

The large velocity fluctuations shown in Fig. 6 atx/D
54 indicate that the merged structures have increased
nificantly in size, thereby reducing the local jet core dia
eter. The Strouhal number at this location, StD5 f D/Uexit is
about 0.30 based on the frequency~;660 Hz! of these large
amplitude fluctuations. This is often referred to as the Str
hal number of the preferred mode,1,25 and has been found in
previous investigations to vary from 0.30 to 0.50.1,20,25 The
Strouhal number of the driven vortices upstream of the p
ing event (StD50.60) agrees, as expected, with the Strou
number of the free shear layer initial instability. Thus, t
broadband acoustic pulse interacts with and amplifies
most unstable mode of the axisymmetric jet through
higher harmonics of its 20 Hz driving wave form.

Natural instabilities become fairly significant, howeve
after only a few jet diameters downstream of the nozzle e
This limits the ability to correlate the movement of vortic
in a phase-locked sequence of hot-wire measurement
PLIF images. The transient jet velocity is repeatable
within 0.5% near the nozzle exit, for example, but only
within 3% atx/D54. To quantify the limiting temporal reso
lution due to natural instabilities, the shot-to-shot variabil
of vortex arrival times was measured from dual-tracer PL
images. The results are plotted in Fig. 7 and show that
timing jitter is less than 0.01 ms nearx/D52. Vortices near
x/D54 have a timing jitter of about 0.04 ms and are, the
fore, less correlated in time. Phase averaging was avo
because it smears the scalar spatial gradients. The maxim
timing error at all measurement locations was reduced
about 0.01 ms by selecting instantaneous images that m
closely matched the phase-averaged vortex positions.

e

FIG. 7. Shot-to-shot variability of vortex locations and timing plotted as
function of axial distance from the jet exit (s time5sx /Vconv).
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. Instantaneous maps of molecularly mixed jet fluid fraction,f mjet , from 5.8 to 8.6 ms after the acoustic pulse. Each image spans an axial distan
0.7,x/D,5.2 and the bottom scale is 0,r /D,1. The symbols I–IV refer to different pairing events.
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B. Vortex dynamics

Although vortex formation and interaction have be
studied in previous investigations,2,20 further insight is made
possible by the improved spatial and temporal resolution
the current work. In addition, it is useful to summarize d
namical aspects of the pairing process for reference in s
sequent discussions that pertain more specifically to sc
mixing.
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A sequence of instantaneous half-jet images of mixed
fluid fraction, f mjet, from the dual-tracer PLIF technique i
shown in Fig. 8. The time spacing is 0.2 ms, and the ti
span ranges from 5.8 to 8.6 ms after the speaker pulse.
passage of closely spaced vortices nearx/D52 and paired
vortices nearx/D54 confirm the results of the hot-wire ve
locity measurements discussed above. In order of oc
rence, the sequence of images includes a postpairing s
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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ture ~labeled I!, a nearly complete sequence for two pairi
events~labeled II and III!, and a prepairing roll-up~labeled
IV !. The observable stages of pairing include vortex roll-
interaction, coalescence, and re-entrainment.

Figure 8 shows the roll-up of a single vortex beginni
at the very bottom of the image obtained at 5.8 ms after
speaker pulse. This is the leading vortex of the pairing ev
labeled III. The initial instability is axisymmetric rather tha
helical, and is characteristic of jet instabilities at Reyno
numbers on the order of Rejet51000 and higher.1 According
to the classical description of vortex formation in liquids,2 a
small amplitude wave distorts the constant vorticity sh
layer, inducing cross-stream velocities that cause the dis
bance to grow. The disturbance then becomes organized
a thick region of vorticity that eventually pinches off from
the vorticity-depleted braid region to form a discrete vorte
The mechanism shown in Fig. 8 seems to follow a sim
pattern, as indicated by the images from 5.8 to 6.2 ms.

The entrained layers of jet and co-flow fluid for the lea
ing vortex of pairing event III during the roll-up from 6.2 t
7.0 ms are almost entirely molecularly mixed, with a jet-
co-flow fluid entrainment ratio of almost 4:1. Measureme
indicate that the vortex width grows linearly during this p
riod. At 7.2 ms, however, the approach of a trailing vort
has clearly begun to interfere with co-flow fluid entrainme
and marks the beginning of vortex interaction. By 7.4 ms,
leading vortex ceases to grow and is pushed away from
jet centerline. During this stage, the entrainment of vorti
fluid from the braid region is also interrupted, which explai
the threefold drop in the vorticity of the leading vortex o
served by Hussain and Zaman13 during the same time period

The effect of this vortex interaction on the trailing vorte
is somewhat delayed since it is free to entrain co-flow fl
and grow in size until about 7.8 ms. At this point, the bra
region between the two vortices is completely engulfed a
the trailing vortex moves significantly closer to the jet ce
terline. The end of fluid entrainment and vortex growth
about 7.8 ms is in accordance with the measurement
Hussain and Zaman,13 who found that the trailing vortex
maintains its vorticity up until this point, and then the vo
ticity drops by over 50% soon thereafter.

The time period after 7.8 ms marks the beginning
vortex coalescence. Following the convention of Ho a
Huang,54 the actual pairing event~labeled III! is defined at
8.2 ms where the two vortices are at the same axial locat
The gross stretching and deformation of the diffusion lay
indicates the onset of large-scale turbulence and rapid
mogenization.

The following discussion of the postpairing structu
now shifts to pairing II, which occurs at 6.6 ms and is qua
tatively similar to pairing III discussed above. The entra
ment of jet and co-flow fluid by the paired structure beg
before coalescence is complete and continues from 6.6 to
ms. A large amount of unmixed co-flow fluid is pulled de
into the merged structure, and most of the newly entrai
jet fluid collects at the trailing edge. The lack of rotation
this structure causes a ‘‘kinked’’ or ‘‘comma-shaped’’ co
figuration rather than the classic spiral of a typical vort
roll-up. By 7.8 ms, no further jet fluid entrainment tak
Downloaded 23 Feb 2007 to 129.186.209.87. Redistribution subject to AI
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place and molecular diffusion slowly eliminates the layers
pure fluid.

A variation of the re-entrainment process is shown fro
5.8 to 7.0 ms, when the postpairing structure of pairing
merges with an isolated vortex. This merging process is q
different than the merging of two isolated vortices discuss
earlier. Co-rotation is hampered by the size of the pai
structure and coalescence of the core regions never t
place. The merging event generates sufficient rotation, h
ever, for renewed co-flow entrainment~see image at 7.0 ms!.

The effect of pairing on vortex convection velocity
shown in Fig. 9. The time period encompassing pairing
was used because the jet exit velocity is approximately c
stant ~see Fig. 6! and has a minimal effect on the vorte
behavior. The uncertainty of the convection velocity data
typically 13%–17% due to first-order finite differencing an
shot-to-shot timing jitter, but several trends are apparen
the results. Prior to vortex interaction, the convection velo
ties are about one-half the jet exit velocity of 11 m/s duri
this period and are increasing slightly. The beginning of v
tex pairing is indicated by a marked increase in the conv
tion velocities ofboth vortices after about 5.4 ms. A simila
trend is reported by Zaman and Hussain,20 but the reason for
this behavior is not well understood and may require m
detailed velocity measurements. It can be surmised from
dual-tracer PLIF images, however, that vortex co-rotat
and re-entrainment from the pairing event occurring dow
stream may increase the local convection velocity furt
upstream. After this initial acceleration, the leading vort
begins to decelerate from 5.6 to 6.6 ms. The velocity dro
very substantially down to about 0.5 m/s as it is cut-off fro
the jet core, undergoes co-rotation with the trailing vorte
and moves radially outward. The velocity of the trailing vo
tex, on the other hand, continues to increase from 5.6 to
ms as it moves closer to the jet centerline. The trailing vor
then remains at a constant velocity from 5.8 to 6.4 ms, in
cating that although it is moving closer to the jet centerlin
it is in the top-hat region of the jet core. The convecti
velocity of 8.4 m/s during this period is 25% above the are
and time-averaged jet exit velocity of 6.7 m/s and match
the excess velocity reported by Zaman and Hussain.20 At

FIG. 9. Vortex convection velocities of pairing II from 4.9 to 6.6 ms aft
the acoustic pulse.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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about 6.6 ms, however, the trailing vortex begins to dece
ate due to co-rotation with the leading vortex. Thus, the v
tex convection velocity data confirm the existence of vario
stages of vortex pairing, including vortex roll-up, interactio
and co-rotation/coalescence. The re-entrainment stage is
shown in Fig. 9 because of the difficulty in defining th
center of the merged structure, but the postpairing conv
tion velocity can be estimated from the PLIF images a
hot-wire data atx/D54 to be about 6–7 m/s.

C. Mixed jet fluid fraction and mixing efficiency

As noted earlier, passive scalar measurements of fl
concentration have been found to overestimate the frac
of molecularly mixed fluid due to limitations on spati
resolution.5,27 Because this investigation is concerned w
measurements of molecular mixing in large-scale structu
that are undergoing significant deformations, it is useful
determine if subresolution stirring can be detected. T
would indicate the existence of small-scale structures and
in the interpretation of mixing data. From Eq.~10!, regions
of subresolution stirring are identified by nonunity values
the mixing efficiency.

Figure 10 shows images of mixed jet fluid fractio
f mjet, and mixing efficiency,hmix , at 6.6 ms after the
speaker pulse~for a different instantaneous image than th
shown in Fig. 8!. The line plots of column 1 and row A refe
to vertical and horizontal cross-sections, respectively, of
flow fluid that has been engulfed into a postpairing structu
Values of f mjet'0.2– 0.3 indicate that jet fluid has ha
enough time to diffuse into this region, and values ofhmix

'1.0 indicate that nearly all this jet fluid is mixed at th
molecular level.

Row B shows a cross-section of pairing event II. T
mixed jet fluid fraction for this region (f mjet'0.8) is indica-
tive of the entrainment ratio for the shear layer. The in
vidual vortices are still barely discernible, but the compo
tion does not ramp across the shear layer at this location
high value off mjet is shown at the edges of the cross-secti
however, where the rotation from the pairing event cau
the entrainment of new jet fluid. Note that the mixing ef
ciency in row A also remains at approximately unity f
almost the entire pairing structure, indicating that the jet fl
is molecularlymixed. This is an important result because
indicates that the mixing process during the pairing ev
takes place through large-scale deformation of the vo
layers, and that the subsequent cascade of scales pri
molecular diffusion does not reach subpixel dimensions.

The fractional uncertainty in the experimental results
typically about 4% for bothf mjet andhmix, but can be as high
as 20% in regions of low jet fluid fraction. Thus, the plots
f mjet and hmix have significant fluctuations in the co-flo
engulfment regions sectioned by column 1 and row
though the trend towardhmix'1.0 ~molecularly mixed!
structures is evident in regions of both high and low unc
tainty. Differential diffusion is another factor that may affe
the detection of subresolution stirring. The binary diffusi
coefficient of acetone in nitrogen or air is about one-half t
of oxygen in nitrogen or air, which limits the ability of ac
Downloaded 23 Feb 2007 to 129.186.209.87. Redistribution subject to AI
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etone to act as an accurate tracer for the co-flow air. Ho
ever, previous studies have shown that differential diffus
of oxygen is a concern in measurements ofhmix only for
regions of low air concentration (f tcf,0.05).7,27 This is pri-
marily due to the quenching rate of the NO LIF signal sho
previously in Fig. 1, which is strongly affected by a slig
increase in the presence of oxygen for regions of low
concentration.

D. Stirredness

Plots of molecularly mixed jet fluid fraction provide in
stantaneous two-dimensional views of the state of molec
mixing within the shear layer. Stirredness, on the other ha
provides a measure of the uniformity of the fluid structur
This is useful for quantifying the evolution of the intern
vortex structure at various stages of the pairing event.
particular, the existence of a viscous core region is import
for modeling purposes.55 Furthermore, since the jet fluid in
the core region is almost entirely molecularly mixed (hmix

'1), stirredness calculations provide a good meas
scaled from 0 to 1, of how close the region is to reachin
uniform, area-averaged jet mixture fraction.

According to Eq.~5!, stirredness is an area integral. B
cause the area of the core region of a vortex roll-up chan
with time, it was not possible to track the evolution
stirredness for a region of fixed area. In addition, determ
ing the size of the core region presented a difficulty, since
stirredness is not a function of the spatial coordinates.
these reasons, stirredness was calculated using a seri
concentric rings as shown in Fig. 11. The innermost ring i
circle centered within the vortex and should be the m
homogeneous region of the vortex roll-up. Each additio
concentric ring is more likely to encounter pure co-flow
pure jet fluid. Thus, the stirredness should decrease as a f
tion of the concentric ring diameter. If a homogeneous c
region exists, however, the stirredness should remain fa
constant for increasing ring diameters that are within the v
tex core. This procedure can be used to determine the siz
the homogeneous core region of a vortex from the initiat
of instability and through the pairing event. This procedure
attractive from a data processing perspective, although a
sistent selection of vortex center locations is required. Si
the location of peak vorticity was not available for the cu
rent investigation~no velocity data!, the vortex center was
chosen to be the midpoint of the line which connects
innermost points of the jet and co-flow entrainment lay
~Fig. 11!. When a clear view of these inner layers is obscu
by scalar diffusion, the approximate center was determi
using line plots across the core region. Of course, the siz
the core region can also be estimated directly from these
plots, but noise in the data would limit the ability to dete
subtle changes in size and composition.

Figure 12 shows a plot of stirredness as a function of
concentric ring outer diameter for all stages of developm
for the leading vortex of pairing III~Fig. 8!. The first indi-
cation of the vortex roll-up occurs at 6.2 ms after the spea
pulse. The stirredness drops immediately for each sub
quent concentric ring at this time, indicating that if a hom
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Instantaneous maps and line plots of molecularly mixed jet fluid fraction,f mjet , and mixing efficiency,hmix , 6.6 ms after the acoustic pulse. Th
color scale is shown in Fig. 8.
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geneous core region exists, it is smaller than the minim
measurement diameter~6 pixels or about 300mm!. An in-
crease in the initial negative slope of the curves seem
occur starting at about 7.0 ms. Another increase is seen a
ms, clearly indicating that there is a significant homogene
core region. From this point forward, the size of the co
Downloaded 23 Feb 2007 to 129.186.209.87. Redistribution subject to AI
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region grows continually to a size of almost 0.4 D. Note th
the value of stirredness is at about 0.99 for these later tim
indicating that noise in the calculations does not cause
underestimate of the uniformity within the core region. R
sults are not presented here for the trailing vortex beca
large deformations during the pairing event did not allow t
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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3411Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 11, November 1999 Vortex interaction and mixing in a driven gaseous . . .
use of a well-defined geometry for area averaging. The c
region is also difficult to distinguish during the stretchin
phase of pairing for the trailing vortex.

Of additional interest in the current investigation is t
manner in which the size of the core region changes at
ferent stages of vortex evolution and pairing. From the d
of Fig. 12, the size of the core region was calculated a
function of time. The core region was defined to inclu
concentric ring diameters in which the stirredness was wit
99% of the center value. This allowed the diffuse remna
of the leading vortex cores to be distinguished for an eva
ation of the trends during and after the pairing event. Fig
13 compares the results for pairing events II and III. No
that for both pairing events, the core diameters remain fa
constant in the early stages of roll-up. The finite core dia
eters during this time are a result of the 99% selection p
cess, however, and are not necessarily meaningful where
mogeneous regions are not detected. At about 5.7 ms
pairing II and 7 ms for pairing III, the size of the core regio
increases dramatically. As discussed earlier, this is the s
of the pairing process in which the trailing vortex is a
proaching and beginning to interfere with the co-flow e

FIG. 11. Definition of the vortex core center and relative spacing of c
centric regions used for stirredness calculations. Area shown is 0
30.2 D.
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trainment process of the leading vortex. It is also the stag
which Hussain and Zaman13 reported a factor of 3 drop in
the peak vorticity of the leading vortex, coupled with a si
nificant increase in the core diameter of the vorticity co
tours. After this approach period, however, they found t
the vorticity of the leading vortex for the rest of the pairin
process decreases only slightly. Thus, it may be infer
from Fig. 13 that the end of this approach period and
beginning of vortex coalescence occurs near 6.5 ms for p
ing II and near 8 ms for pairing III. This agrees with th
trends in vortex growth and convection velocity discuss
earlier and indicates that the changes in vorticity during v
tex roll-up, interaction, and coalescence closely parallel
evolution of the mixing state.

Another means of tracking the effect of pairing on t
mixing state is to measure the overall stirredness in a c
tinuous region encompassed by both pairing vortices. Thi
shown in the plot of Fig. 14 for pairing event III. In typica
studies of laminar vortex rings, the stirredness is found

-
D

FIG. 13. Core diameter as a function of time for the leading vortex
pairings II and III.
dif
FIG. 12. Stirredness of the leading vortex for pairing event III plotted as a function of the outer diameter of the concentric measurement rings forferent
instants in time.
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increase linearly with time for a vortex of a give
circulation.35 This also seems to be the case for the vorti
of pairing event III, even during the approach phase. T
overall stirredness does not seem to be affected by
changes in the core region shown earlier in Figs. 12 and
but is a function of the overall vortex growth. A slight de
viation from linear behavior is apparent in Fig. 14, howev
from 8.0 to 8.6 ms. As shown previously in Fig. 8, the
times include the period of vortex coalescence as well as
beginning of jet and co-flow re-entrainment.

E. Scalar dissipation

The sudden appearance of a homogeneously mixed
region has so far been explained by the interruption of
flow fluid entrainment into the leading vortex as the traili
vortex approaches. The work of Flohr and Vassilicos,55 how-
ever, indicates that it could also be due to accelerated sc
dissipation as the spacing of layers in the inner core is
duced by the roll-up process. Scalar dissipation, defined
“Cjet•“Cjet for the current investigation, is a measure of t
rate of molecular mixing.11,31Since the driven vortices in th
jet near field of the current investigation are nearly axisy

FIG. 14. Stirredness as a function of time for both vortices of pairing II
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metric ~see Fig. 10!, the scalar dissipation field can be ca
culated using two-dimensional central differencing of t
concentration field.

Figure 15 shows the scalar dissipation layers for
leading vortex of pairing III at 7.2 ms after the speaker pul
The line plot illustrates the large difference in the magnitu
of scalar dissipation between the inner and outer layers.
this reason, a logarithmic scale is used in the gray-scale
age in order to view the scalar dissipation layers within
vortex core. The highest value of scalar dissipation is in
braid region (r /D'0.77) due to the high strain rates, fo
lowed by the co-flow entrainment region (r /D
'0.38– 0.43). Scalar dissipation is not as high in the
entrainment region (r /D'0.72) because of the high fractio
of jet fluid that is already present in the vortex.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the imaging s
tem, the scalar dissipation field was computed after ar
cially degrading the resolution using 232 pixel binning. A
corresponding line plot of dissipation for the binned case
shown for comparison in Fig. 15. The average total dissi
tion from several binned images was computed over the
tire flow field, and was found to capture a significant fracti
(0.8760.02) of the average total dissipation from nonbinn
images. Based on a similar study by Dahmet al.,56 this in-
dicates that the current imaging system is approximately3
oversampled, and that the nonbinned images capture a
90%–95% of the actual total dissipation.

This resolution, therefore, seems adequate to capture
main qualitative trends of the diffusion layers in the curre
flowfield. The evolution of the instantaneous scalar dissi
tion field, shown in Fig. 16, reveals additional details abo
the mixing state of the pairing vortices. The vortices of pa
ing event III are shown at the bottom of the image at 6.8 m
The trailing vortex is in the early stages of roll-up, visib
only as a break in the scalar dissipation layer. This bre
indicates that the roll-up process begins with an incursion
co-flow fluid into the shear layer even prior to the pinchin
off process described earlier in Sec. V B. No drama
changes in scalar dissipation occur from 6.8 to 7.2 ms, b
slight break in the bottom layer of the leading vortex ind
f magn
FIG. 15. Scalar dissipation layers of a vortex at 7.2 ms after the acoustic pulse. Gray-scale image is shown on a logarithmic scale due to an order oitude
difference in scalar dissipation between the inner and outer layers.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 16. Instantaneous, logarithmic maps of scalar dissipation,“Cjet–“Cjet , from 6.8 to 8.4 ms after the acoustic pulse. The bottom scale is 0,r /D,1, and
the symbols II and III refer to different pairing events.
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cates that co-flow fluid entrainment is being slowed by
approach of the trailing vortex. By 7.6 ms, the effects of t
interaction are unmistakable. The orientation of the sca
dissipation layer at the bottom of the leading vortex indica
that co-flow fluid entrainment has ceased. For this reas
straining in the braid region decreases dramatically by
ms. A small break also appears in the bottom scalar diss
tion layers of the trailing vortex at 7.6 ms, which confirm
the reduced co-flow entrainment that was inferred ear
from slowed vortex growth. By 8.0 and 8.4 ms, almost
remnants of the initial vortices can be detected as vo
stretching and deformation increase the rate of homogen
tion.

The merged structure from pairing II is shown at 6.8 m
Re-entrainment has clearly begun by this time, and the
gulfment of co-flow fluid is clearly visible in the next imag
at 7.2 ms. A large-scale roll-up continues around the ne
homogeneous core at 7.6 and 8.0 ms, but the long tail
scalar dissipation indicate that most of the newly entrain
jet fluid collects at the trailing end of the merged structur

While these trends are in qualitative agreement with
vortex dynamics and stirredness calculations discussed
lier, more precise agreement on the timing of vortex mixi
events can also be demonstrated. In Fig. 17, the magnitud
scalar dissipation is plotted as a function of time for t
leading vortex of pairing III, measured in the jet side upp
braid region~see the arrow at 7.2 ms in Fig. 16!. The scalar
dissipation increases during the early stages of roll-up
pure co-flow fluid is entrained deeper into the vortex. T
slope of the curve decreases steadily in this time per
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perhaps due to the reduced spacing of layers during
roll-up process.55 The magnitude of scalar dissipation the
drops dramatically after 7.0 ms. This is also the time whe
break in the bottom scalar dissipation layer of the lead
vortex is first detected~see Fig. 16!, and when the core re
gion is first detected in Figs. 12 and 13. This indicates t
accelerated scalar dissipation is occurring due to vortex
teraction rather than the reduced spacing of layers descr
by Flohr and Vassilicos55 in an isolated roll-up. As the vor-
tices interact and begin to coalesce, the scalar dissipa
falls asymptotically toward zero.

While the driven jet of the current investigation is n
strictly a turbulent flow, the large-scale structures and s

FIG. 17. Scalar dissipation in the jet side upper-braid region of the lead
vortex of pairing III ~see the arrow at 7.2 ms in Fig. 16!.
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nificant vortex deformations result in nonlaminar charact
istics. It is of interest, therefore, to determine if the sca
diffusion length scale in the pretransitional regime follow
an inner-scale Re23/4 or an outer-scale Re21/2 dependence
Following the convention of Buch and Dahm,31,32,57Su and
Clemens33 measured the width of a scalar dissipation lay
(lD) as the region that was within 20% of the local pe
value. For the current investigation, the axial variation of
shear layer width,d, was measured from an average of t
entire time sequence of driven vortex images. The results
measurements taken only in the co-flow entrainment reg
~see arrow in Fig. 16! are shown in Fig. 18, and conform
surprisingly well to a Red

23/4 inner-scale dependence.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

From the results of the current investigation, it is po
sible to identify several stages of vortex formation and me
ing in the near field of gaseous jets in terms of the mix
state and vortex dynamics. In order of occurrence, these
the vortex roll-up, interaction, coalescence, and
entrainment stages. Vortex roll-up is distinguished
slightly increasing convection velocities, constant vort
growth rate, linearly increasing overall stirredness of
shear layer, the lack of a sizable core region, and a nonlin
increase in scalar dissipation.

The interaction phase begins as the trailing vortex
proaches the leading vortex closely enough to interfere w
the roll-up and co-flow entrainment process. This phas
characterized by the movement of the trailing vortex inwa
toward the jet core, movement of the leading vortex outw
away from the jet core, and a sudden increase in vortex c
vection velocities. A dramatic increase in the size of t
homogeneous core region of the leading vortex is also
tected, and as a consequence of interrupting the entrainm
process, the scalar dissipation in the leading vortex decre
dramatically. In previous work, the peak vorticity has be
found to drop dramatically during this period.

The beginning of the pairing event coalescence result
a significant drop in the convection velocity of the leadi

FIG. 18. Dependence of the diffusion length scale on the outer scale
nolds number.
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vortex. The trailing vortex experiences gross deformat
and stretching, and scalar dissipation in the core region
creases dramatically. The core diameter of the leading vo
continues to increase due to diffusion, but at a lower r
than in the interaction phase when co-flow entrainmen
first interrupted. The homogenization process nears com
tion as the trailing vortex is deformed even further and
pulled into the core region of the leading vortex.

Re-entrainment is characterized by co-flow fluid engu
ment, paired structure elongation, and possible additiona
teractions with other individual or paired vortices. The lar
incursion of co-flow fluid into the paired structure causes
typical ‘‘kinked’’ shape of these structures. Entrained
fluid begins to surround the homogenized core, but most
lects at the trailing end due to the lack of rotation.

The driven axisymmetric jet is a model flow that is us
ful for studying fundamental vortex behavior. The evolutio
of the mixing state during vortex formation and pairing a
counts for trends that have been observed concerning vo
growth, trajectory, convection velocity, and vorticity. A
though the flow structures in the near field of turbulent jets
high Reynolds numbers occur more randomly and in a m
diverse fashion than in jets at lower Reynolds numbers,
mechanisms described in the current investigation cap
the essential aspects of gaseous-jet, near-field vortex inte
tions.
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